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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be a separable Hilbert space, and denote by H’(9) the usual 
Hardy space consisting of all power series 
where u,E~-, and 
llfl12 = f 11%112 < a. 
?I=0 
Denote by U, the unilateral shift on H2(9), i.e., 
(U+fNl) = m)? 3” E D, fE HZ(Y). 
For a given subset A! c H*(Y) we can form the subspace 
.N = 7 lJ*,“dt? c H2(F), 
n=O 
invariant for U*, . Our problem is as follows. Suppose that the compression 
T= P,,- U, I A’” is an operator of class Co, as defined in Chapter III of [S]. 
We want to calculate the Jordan model of the operator T directly from its 
*-cyclic set A, without calculating the characteristic function of T. 
This problem was first considered by Frazho in [4], where the space 5 
was assumed to be finite-dimensional. We generalize Frazho’s results to the 
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general case and provide the geometric structure for understanding them. 
We also provide a generalization to the infinite-dimensional case of 
Frazho’s result from [S]. We note that Frazho’s proofs use the 
diagonalization theory of Moore and Nordgren (cf. [6, S]), while we 
require the infinite-dimensional extension of this theory from [2]. 
2. SOME BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
For a separable, complex, Hilbert space 3 we denote by L*(P) the set 
of all Lebesgue measurable, square integrable functions f: U -+ 9, where 
U = {[E @: [[I = 1 } is the unit circle in C. The space H*(9) can be inden- 
tified isometrically with the subspace of those functions f E L*(S) such that 
s 
2n 
e’“‘f (e”) dt = 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
0 
We will make this identification without further ado. Thus, an element 
f E H*(Y) is an analytic function on D = {A: IE,( < 1 }, and a measurable 
function defined on If. Similarly, if 3 is another separable Hilbert space, 
and 
is a bounded analytic function, then one can define the boundary values 
d(c) for almost every [ET. We denote by H”(T(B, 3)) the set of all 
bounded analytic functions 4: D + Y’(F, 9). We recall that such a 
function 4 is said to be inner [resp. two-sided inner] if d(r) is an isometry 
[resp. a unitary operator] for almost every CE T. For every 
CJ~E Hm(Y(F, 59)) there is a multiplication operator 44,: L*(P) -+ L*(Y) 
defined by 
(~&f)(i) = 4(i)f(i), .fE L*(s), 
for almost every [ E T. Then 4 is inner [resp. two-sided inner] if and only if 
M, is an isometry [resp. a unitary operator]. The function 4 is said to be 
outer if M,H*(S) is dense in H’(9). 
One reason why inner functions are important is the Beurling-Lax- 
Halmos theorem stated below. 
2.1. THEOREM. A subspace % c H2(F) is invariant for U, if and only if 
there exists a Hilbert space 3, and an inner function 0 E H”(-rtp(S, 9)) such 
that 43 = Me H*( 9). 
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Given an inner function OE H”(di4(%, 9)), one can construct the 
subspace 
X(O) = H2(F) 0 M,H2(9) 
invariant for U*, , and the operator S(0) on X(O) defined by 
S(@)=P.,,,,u+ I-X(@) or s(o)* = u: 1 X(O). 
We will have occasion to use the scalar-valued Hardy spaces H’, H2, and 
H”, and the Nevanlinna class Nf, for which we refer to [3]. We have the 
following characterization of operators of class C, from [lo]. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let 0 E Hnc(9(%, 9)) he an inner .function. The ,follow- 
ing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S(0) is an operator of class C,; 
(ii) there exists an inner function cpEH” such that 
M, H*(9) 3 (pH2(9); 
(iii) there exists an inner function cp E H”, and an inner function 
Q E H”(9(9,9)) such that 
O(A) ,n(i.) = q(i) IF, i.ElD. 
The functions cp that satisfy (ii) also satisfy (iii). Moreover, if S(0) is of 
class C, then 0 and Q are two-sided inner functions and Q(A) O(A) = 
q?(A) I,, 1” E D. 
We conclude this section with a statement of the classification theorem 
for operators of class Co from [ 11. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let 0 he an inner function such that S(0) is an operator 
of class C,. There exists a sequence (di: j > 0 } of inner functions, uniquely1 
determined up to constant factors of absolute value one, such that 
(i) O,+lIOjfor allj; and 
(ii) S( 0) is quasisimilar to @ ;C= 0S( 0,). 
The operator @ ,: 0 S( 8,) is known as the Jordan model of the operator 
S(0). 
3. INVARIANT FACTORS 
We recall that for a matrix 0 over H”, gj(q4) (j> 1) denotes the greatest 
common inner divisor of all minors of order j of 4. Of course, 9,(d) = 0 if 
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all such minors are zero. It will be convenient to define sj(b) = 0 if j is 
greater than the number of rows or columns of 4 (in case 0 is finite). 
Clearly sj(d) divides gj + ,(d) for all j 2 1, so we can define the invariant 
factors 8/(d) of 4 as 
8,(d) = a(d), 
~(4)=gj(4)l~- I(4) if sj(#) # 0 and j 3 2, 
q4v = 0 if gj(4) = 0. 
The following theorem was proved in [9]. 
3.1. THEOREM. For every matrix 4, 4(4) divides q+ ,(q5), j> 1. 
The following result was noted in [7]; we show here that it is a 
consequence of the results in [2]. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let 0 E H”(9(9,9)), DE H”(z(9, %)), and cp E H” 
be inner functions such that O(A) Q(1) = p(A) Z,, AE ID. Then the Jordan 
model Q,?= O S(O,) of S(0) can be calculated as follows 
ej= V/q+ ltQ;2), j < dim(s) 
6i= 1, j 2 dim(S). 
ProoJ: It is well known that Q, = 1 for j z dim(F), so we concentrate 
on j< dim(F). By Corollary 3.3 of [2], 8,8, ...e,-i is the least scalar 
multiple of the exterior power @(A) A j. The relation 
o(npn(np’= cp(l)‘Z,*, 
shows that 0,8,, . . . . 8,_ i must equal cpj divided by the greatest inner 
divisor of all the entries of 52(A) Ai. Since this inner divisor is exactly gj(Q), 
we deduce 
eoe, . . . e,_ 1 = cpJ/9ij(Q). 
Analogously, 
436, . ..ej=fp’+‘/GBj+.(52), 
and dividing the last two relations we obtain the desired result. 
We will need an extension of the definition of invariant factors. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let %c H2(4) be an arbitrary set, and 
1 < j < dim(R) an integer. Let {e,, e2, . . . . ej} be an orthonormal system in 
f, and let xi, x2, . . . . xj E X. The function 
detC(xiO+h ek)lLG,,kGJ3 LED, 
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is called a minor of orderj of .uZ. The function 9$(X) is the greatest common 
inner divisor of all minors of order j of X. The inoariant factors 4.(X) are 
defined as 
4l(~t^)=%(~), 
&k(X) = ci%J~)/c3, ,(9-), 2 d k 6 dim(B), G&(X) # 0, 
and 
c$(X) = 0, 2 6 k d dim(P), G&(S) = 0. 
For j> dim(P) we set gj(X) = q(T) = 0. 
We should emphasize here that a minor of order j of X is not generally 
an element of HP for some p > 0. These determinants belong, however, the 
Nevanlinna class N+, so they can be factored as an inner function times an 
outer function. Thus the definition of GSi(!K) makes sense since the outer 
factors are irrelevant. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let 9”~ H’(F) he an arbitrary set, and let 
C$ E H”(Y(9, 9)) be an inner function such that 
7 U”+T = &H’(Y). 
II=0 
Then we have Bj(%) = GSi(0) and q(3) = &Jc,h),for all j> 1. 
Proof It suffices to show that 9j(S)=9j(d) for j<dim(F). Let 
therefore j< dim(T) be fixed. Denote by CV the linear manifold generated 
by U,“=, UT%, and let SY=C!-, so that 
3 = M, H’(9). 
We claim that it suffices to prove that 
~j(~) = q,(Lq. (3.5) 
Indeed, assume this equality has been proved for all subsets XC H2(F). 
Fix an orthonormal basis {e,}, of $9, and set 
It is clear that 
X’= (M,e,},. 
\;i UzX’= 0 VM,U”,e, 
N = 0 ,,=o I 
= M, H2(%) 
=T, 
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so that we would have from (3.5) that 
9i(x) = isj(X’) = q(a). 
But it is clear that gj(X’) = 5$(d) b ecause the elements M,e, are exactly the 
“columns” of the matrix 4. We set out therefore to prove (3.5). We first 
note that the inclusions 3 c +Y c Y imply that 
where the vertical bar means “divides.” Assume on the other hand that 
y,, y,, . . . . yj E 5Y so that each y, is a linear combination of vectors of the 
form U”,x with n B 0 and x E X. Assume further that {ei, e2, . . . . e,} is an 
orthonormal system in 9. The multilinearity of the determinant implies 
that the minor detC(y,(i), ek)ll Gr,kG, is a linear combination of functions 
of the form 
where n = n, + n, + ... + n, and x~EX. It follows therefore that gj(%) 
divides every minor of order j of Y and hence gj(X) 1 gj(GY). By (3.6) we 
have 9j(!E) = gj(“Y), so it remains to prove that gj(?Y) =~?~(a). Assume 
therefore that zi, z2, . . . . zjeZ??, and {e,, e2, . . . . ej} is an orthonormal 
system in 9. For each i, 1 < i < j, choose a sequence yi”’ E C? such that 
lim n _ x1 llzi - yj”)ll = 0. Next, choose an outer function $ E N+ such that all 
the functions ($(J.) y$“)(n), ek) and ($(A) zi(E,), ek) are bounded (the 
existence of such a function I,$ is left as an exercise to the reader). In order 
to simplify notation for the remainder of this proof, a determinant of the 
form det[(xi(L), ek)], Gi,kG, will be denoted ,4(x,, x2, . . . . x,). Since all the 
entries in the determinants d($y’,“l’, $yp*), . . . . cl/yj!“l)) are bounded, we 
deduce that lim,, _ 2 d(tjyrl), $yp), . . . . $J$“;‘) = d(t,kz,, $yp), . . . . $y!“~)) 
in the HZ norm. Therefore 9,(g) divides the limit fun&on 
d(ll/z, , $y$‘~), . . .. $yj’~)). We proceed analogously, letting n2, n3, . . . . nj tend 
to infinity one at a time and conclude that gj(g) divides 
d(lclz,, $z,, .‘., $z,) = ICI’ 4z, 9 z2, ...I z,) 
=II/jdetC(z,(~), ek)llGi,kG,. 
Since $ is outer, we conclude that gj(5Y) divides every minor of order j of 
2, whence 9j(?Y)19j(6). By (3.6), 9j(g)=9j(2’), and this concludes the 
proof. 
In the following result we use the symbol “A” to denote the greatest 
common inner divisor. 
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3.7. PROPOSITION. Let Xc H’(F) be a subset, cp E H” an inner 
function, and j 6 dim( F ). We have 
9,(X u cpH’(F)) = r; cpp9;imp(X). 
p=O 
Proof. It is easy to see that 
9,(X U (PH2(F))1~‘9jip(X). (3.8) 
Indeed, let detC(x,(J-1, ek)lls,,kG,-p be a minor of orderj- p of X, and let 
{elpp+ ,, -., e,} be such that {e,, e2, . . . . e,} is an orthonormal set. If we set 
x,=cpei, j-p<i<j, then 
detC(x,(~“),e,)l1~l,k~j=(PPdetC(x,(E,),e,)l,.,,,.i~P. 
Since the left-hand side is a minor of order j of X u cpH’(F), it follows that 
gj(X u (pH*(F)) divides the right-hand side. This observation implies 
immediately (3.8). On the other hand, any minor of order j of X u qH2(9) 
is formed with some, say p, vectors from H’(S), and j- p vectors from X2^. 
It follows that such a minor is a sum of factors of the form A& with A a 
minor of order p of (pH2(F), and B a minor of order j- p of X. Therefore 
we deduce that 
r; cp%p,(X) = r; 9p(cpH2(F)) 9~‘i,,(X) 
p=o p=o 
must divide 9JX u cpH’(B)). The proposition is proved. 
4. JORDAN MODELS 
We are now ready to treat the problem stated in the Introduction. 
Throughout this section M is a fixed subset of H2(F), and 
OE H”(Y(Y, 9)) is an inner function such that 
l?(o)= \;j uy.A?. 
n=O 
4.1. LEMMA. The operator S(0) is of class Co if and only if there exists 
an inner function cp E H” such that 
@A%! c L2(8) 0 H’(F). (4.2) 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2, S(0) is of class Co if and only if 
M,H2(%) 3 qH2(9) for some inner function cp E H” or, equivalently, if 
X(O) c H2(S) 0 cpH’(F). 
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Since A is, by definition, a cyclic set for U*, 1 X(O), and since 
H’(S) 0 (pP(4) is invariant for U*, , this latter inclusion happens if and 
only if 
A!2 c HZ(F) 0 (pH2(5F). 
Since A? c H2(Y), this inclusion is equivalent with 
d&c L2(F) 0 (pH2(9), 
and hence with 
@A? c cpL2(S) 0 cpcpH2(S) = L2(F) @ HZ(F). 
The lemma follows. 
We denote by U the bilateral shift on Z,,‘(F), which is the unitary 
extension of U, . 
4.3. LEMMA. For every innerfunction q, the space L2(9) 0 @M,H’(g) 
is the invariant subspace for U* generated by Cp&! and L’(p) 0 @H’(F). 
Proof Since multiplication by (p is a unitary operator on L2(9) 
commuting with U*, it suffkes to show that L2(9) 0 MeH2(9) is the 
invariant subspace for U* generated by A? and L2(Y) 0 H’(9)). This 
statement is then equivalent to 
L2(S) 0 M, H2(9) = (L2(9) @ H’(R)) v 
Lo > 
G U*“Jtf 
and, since both sides contain L’(9) 0 H’(9), this equality is equivalent 
to 
H’(9) 0 M, H’(9) = q P,z,2C,sr, Cl*“&. 
II=0 
This last equality is, however, obvious because 
H2(9) 0 M, H’(9) = X’(O) and PHzc,gJ U*” 1 H2(p) = U*+. 
4.4. LEMMA. Assume that 52~ H”(Z(9, 9)) and cp E H” are inner 
functions such that O(2) Q(2) = (p(2) Z,, I. E D. Then 
@M, H2(9) = M;H2(S). 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the equations 
(p(i) O(i) = (cp(i) I,)* O(i) = Q(i)* @(i)* @(i) = Q(i)*, 
which hold for almost every [E U because cp and 0 are inner. 
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In order to put together the preceding observations, we need the unitary 
operator R: L2(9) -+ L2(F) defined by 
(RfNi) = Cf(h [ET-, fe L2(9=). 
The following properties of R are easily verified: 
R=R*=R ‘, 
UR = RU*, 
R(H*(F) @ L’(9)) = H2(S). 
Of course, there is a corresponding operator R on L’(3). If 
q3 E Hz(T(F, ie)), we have 
RM,* = AI,- R, 
where 4” E H”(Y(9,F)) is defined by 
4-(J) = &a*, LED. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let (PE H” be an inner function such that 
@A’ c L2(8) @ H2(9), and let QE Ha(5?(F, 3)) be an inner function 
such that 
@(A) Q(A) = cp(j”) I,,, iE ID. 
Then AI,- H’(Y) is the invariant subspace for U, generated by R(&A!) and 
q-H2(S). 
Proof. Since @A? c Z,‘(g) 0 H’(F), we have R(@k!) c H*(F), so the 
statement makes sense. Next, let us note that 
R(L2(S) 0 (p&H*(%)) = R(L*(g) 0 M;H*($)) 
= RM;S(L’(Y) 0 Hz(%)) 
= M,- R(L2(3) @ Hz(%)) 
= M,- H2(g), 
and analogously, 
R(L’(F) 0 @H’(F)) = cp - H2(9). 
Since L2(F) 0 @M, H’(g) is the invariant subspace for U* generated by 
@A?’ and L2(9) 0 CpH2(S), it follows at once that 
M,- H2(3) = R(L2(S) 0 CpMsH2(Y)) 
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is the invariant subspace for U generated by R(@A) and (p-H*(Y). The 
proposition is proved. 
Now, clearly &j(sZ-) = 6$(Q)-, so that the Jordan model of S(0) is easily 
calculated by Theorems 3.4 and 3.2. The following result puts the resulting 
formulas in a more elegant form, thus generalizing Frazho’s result from 
c41. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let ~2’ c H2(F) be an arbitrary subset, and cp E H” an 
inner function such that @A c L*(F) 0 H*(F). Then the operator 
T = P.$- U, 1 M, where Af = VFcO U~.,A’, is an operator of class C,, and its 
Jordan model @ ,E O S( 8,) can be calculated as follows 
0, = v/q+ ,(NcpA))- A 40 !f j < dim(R), 
ei= 1 if j 2 dim(F). 
Proof: Let 0 and Q be as in the preceding results, and let j< dim(Y). 
Then Theorem 3.2 gives 
0, = v/q+ I(Q). 
Now. Theorem 3.4 shows that 
= 4+ ,(R(@.Af) u q-H*(R)). 
Thus the theorem will be proved if we can show that 
c$(R(&A)u q-H2(F))=&j(R((p&)) A cp- 
for all j < dim F. This equality in turn is equivalent to 
~ji(W4 u v-H*(F)) 
=(41(Wcp4) A cP-N~*z(R(Gw * cP-)-+qN@J%L)) A q-1 
for all j < dim 9. In order to simplify notation, we set .sj = c$(R(c&A’)), 
S,= 9j(R(cpA)), and d,=$fj(R(ySAf) u cp-H2(S)) so the relation to be 
proved is 
d,=(&, A ~Y-)(E* A q-).,.(6, A q-). 
By Proposition 3.7 we have 
(4.7) 
d,= A ‘pep6i-p) 
p=O 
(4.8) 
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and this will allow us to prove (4.7) by induction on j. Forj= 1 (4.7) coin- 
cides with (4.8). Assume that (4.7) is verified with j replaced by j- 1, and 
rewrite (4.8) as 
d,= r; ‘~-~fi,m~ 
p=O 
where we also used (4.8) with j replaced by j - 1. Apply now the induction 
hypothesis to get 
= (&,E2... El)/\ [V-(&l A V-)(&T A cP-)...(+ , A Cp-)I 
=(&I A V-)(6:! A ‘P-)...(E,-, A Cp-) 
X 
El E2 E, -. I ~~. . . 
E, A Cp- E2 A Cp- Ej-, A Cp- 
Ei A’p- ) 1 
=(E, A $‘-)(E2 A fJT-)...(E, A Cp-) 
X 
[( 
El E2 
---%) A (-&--)I. 
E, A Cp- E2 A (p- 
To conclude the proof of (4.7) it suffices to show that (P-/E~ A cp- is 
relatively prime with E,/E~ A q- for i< j. Now, we know from Theorem 3.1 
that &;I&, for i< j, and hence (p-1~~ A cp- IcJ?‘/&~ A cp- for i<j. It suffices 
therefore to prove that (P-I&~ A cp- is relatively prime with si/&, A cp”, and 
this is obvious. The proof of (4.7) by induction, and that of the theorem, is 
complete. 
5. OUTER FACTORS 
In this section we apply the previous results to an important class of sub- 
sets J%? c H’(9). These sets arise in the following manner. Assume that 
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N: T -+ 9(Y) is a weakly measurable, positive definite, essentially bounded 
function. Here, weak measurability means that the functions 
{ + (N(c)f, g), [ E T, are Lebesgue measurable for all f, g E Y. We assume 
that N is factorable; that is, there exists a function d E H”(9(9,9)) such 
that N(i) = &c)*&[) for almost every [ E T. The function 4 is not uniquely 
determined, but if we assume it to be outer it is uniquely determined up to 
a constant unitary factor; if 0 is outer, then it is called an outer factor of N. 
We can now define 
Af= (M,g: g&9} cH2(9), 
the set of “columns” of 4. As before, we choose an inner function 
0 E P(Y(Y, 9)) such that 
The problem now is to determine whether S(0) is an operator of class C,, 
and to calculate its Jordan model without actually finding the outer factor 
4 or the characteristic function 0. We will need to establish an easy lemma 
before stating a solution to this problem. Throughout this section, 9, 9, 
Xx, N, 4, and 0 will be fixed with the above properties, and 4 will be 
assumed to be outer. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let I$E H”(Y(9,9)) be an outer function, and 
55~1 H’(9). Then we have 6j(X)=&JM,.Z),j> 1. 
Proqfi Fix an inner function QE H”(Y(X, 9)) such that 
By Theorem 3.4 we have 
=G; q M,- U”,.!Z” 
( n=O > 
=q((M,-M,H’(X))-) 
= q4-Q). 
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On the other hand, since 4 is outer, 
Thus, 
qfj-52)” =qa-I$) 
= q(MQcrH2(Lq))- 
= qwfn-(M~H*(~))-)- 1 
=cq(M*-H*(F))-) 
=cq!r) 
= q(n)- 
= q%“t^)-. 
4(M,-X) = &j(f$--Q) = q%?-), 
as desired. 
5.2. THEOREM. The operator S(0) is of class C, if and only if there 
exists an inner function q E H” such that 
(M&vg)(i)=di)Ni)g, iEU, 
belongs to L*(9) @ H*(Y) f or every g E 9. Zf cp satisfies this condition, the 
Jordan model Q,EO S(%,) of S(0) can be calculated as follows: 
%,=cp/4+,(RM,,F?)- A cp, j>O. 
Proof: For g E 9 and u E H*(9) we have 
(M&w g, u) = CM,, g> M,u). 
Since 4 is outer, the functions M,u are dense in H*(S). We deduce that 
M,,g is in L*(Y) @ H*(Y) if and only if M,, g= @M, g is in 
L’(8) 0 H’(9). The first statement of the theorem follows immediately 
from Lemma 4.1. The formulas 
%j=q/q+I(RM,+%)” A up, j>O 
follow from Theorem 4.6, so it remains to prove that 
q(RM,,Y) = c$(RM,,Y), ja 1. 
This, however, follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 because 
RM,, = RMtM,, = M,- RM,, 
The theorem is proved. 
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